
LINCOLN PARK IMPROVEMENTS
Community Meeting 
August 15, 2023 6:00 PM

 



EXISTING 
CONDITIONS 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lincoln Park currently houses two baseball diamond fields, a half-basketball court, a tot lot (2-5) playground, a soccer field, a walking path, a restroom shelter, and parking. Across the street (to the North of the park) is Lincoln School. The School District recently sold the Lincoln School property, and the neighborhood will lose valued amenities such as the 5-12 playground and the court game space. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In April, the Park District began community engagement to collect residents’ feedback on proposed renovations for Lincoln Park’s tot lot playground. Through that engagement effort, we heard from 71 respondents (from April – June). The next few slides detail some of the key points. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Through the tot lot engagement efforts, the District found four common themes when discussing residents favorite qualities of the existing playground at Lincoln Park



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One of the questions asked during the engagement effort was whether residents would be in favor of removing the screen of trees (the arborvitaes lining the Southwest side of the playground) in efforts to expand the playground footprint. 



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Through feedback collected for the tot lot, the District heard residents’ concerns about the loss of Lincoln School’s 5-12 playground. As a result of this feedback, the District put Lincoln Park’s tot lot renovation on hold to rethink Lincoln Park in efforts to add a 5-12 playground to the park. The community also expressed the need for renovations to the tot lot and felt that Lincoln Park and Lincoln School together are valued by the neighborhood as a destination and gathering area. 



Lincoln Park 
CONCEPT 1
Park Layout remains the 
same

New 2-5 Playground in 
Small

New 5-12 Playground 
with minor path 
adjustment – small 
playground – no 5-12 
swings

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In efforts to accommodate for the loss of Lincoln School’s amenities, the Park District developed two potential concepts that strategically rethink Lincoln Park. Of the two concepts, the Park District is proposing Concept 2. Concept 1 Details: The park layout remains the same.Proposes a new 2-5 playground and the addition of a 5-12 playground, playgrounds will be surrounded by a fence.Proposes a new picnic/shade shelter.Requires minor adjustments to the layout of the existing path, includes repaving the path and proposes path connections to the sidewalk along Green Bay Road. Includes drainage improvements to the soccer field and diamond fields.Includes updating the diamond field amenities (backstop, player seating, fencing).Includes patching and recoloring of the basketball half court. The existing restroom shelter is not included, a new drinking fountain will be installed on the shelter (near the playground).Parking lot is not included. Drawbacks to this concept include:No 5-12 swings, the playground space is  very limited.Both playgrounds have a small footprint (together equaling 5,250 square feet of playground).Basketball court remains a half-court.



Sample Concept 1 
Play Area

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide represents a sample of play equipment that could fit within the proposed footprint (designs were based on the preferred tot lot option selected during the community engagement efforts). Playground equipment for this concept has yet to be selected, and community feedback will be sought out next summer to design the playground. 



Lincoln Park 
CONCEPT 2
Complete Park Renovation

New 2-5 Playground in New 
Footprint

New 5-12 Playground in New 
Footprint 

Field 2 Practice Field 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The Park District is proposing Concept 2 for redesigning Lincoln Park. Concept 2 Details: The park layout changes a bit.Proposes a new 2-5 playground and the addition of a 5-12 playground, playgrounds will be surrounded by a fence. The combined playground footprint would be 8,000 square feet, allowing for better play value than concept 1.Proposes a new picnic/shade shelter.Includes repaving the path and proposes path connections to the sidewalk along Green Bay Road as well as pathway realignment to accommodate the additional amenities. Includes drainage improvements to the soccer field and diamond fields.Includes updating the diamond field amenities (backstop, player seating, fencing) and readjusts the South diamond field.Proposes updating the half-court to a full basketball court, in efforts to accommodate for the loss of the court space at Lincoln School. Proposes the addition of native gardens.The existing restroom shelter is not included, a new drinking fountain will be installed on the shelter (near the playground).Parking lot is not included.



Sample Concept 2 
Play Area

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide represents a sample of play equipment that could fit within the proposed footprint (designs were based on the preferred tot lot option selected during the community engagement efforts). Playground equipment for this concept has yet to be selected, and community feedback will be sought out next summer to design the playground. 



COST Estimate

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
This slide compares the estimated cost of both concepts. Since the addition of a 5-12 playground to Lincoln Park is unfunded, the Park District is recommending Concept 2 and is seeking grant funding to support the project. 



IDNR - OLSAD Grant 
Due August 31, 2023

• $56 Million Available 
• 50/50 Grant 
• Up to $600,000 State Portion with $600,000 

Park District match
• 2 year project completion requirement.

• Grant contract maybe signed May 1st 2024 
• Grant completion then would be required by May 1st 

2026 (6 month extension possible) 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Annually, IDNR releases the Open Space Land Acquisition and Development (OSLAD) Grant, which is a 50/50 match grant opportunity with a two-year project completion timeline. This year, there’s $56 million available in funds and each applicant can receive up to $600,000. The Park District applies for this grant annually and feels that Concept 2 offers a competitive grant application opportunity. Given the loss of the recreation amenities at Lincoln School, a clear need for this project is demonstrated, in addition Concept 2 provides a compelling application with the number of amenities included. As such, the District is submitting an application (due Aug. 31) for the proposed improvements to Lincoln Park. 



Proposed Project Budget
Funding

If the Park District does not receive the OSLAD 
grant the scope of the project will be 
reevaluated

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Concept Two’s estimated cost is $1,057,000 and the Park District is seeking $528,500 from the OSLAD grant. If the Park District does not receive OSLAD grant funding, the scope of the project will be reevaluated. 



Schedule 

Lakefront, Parks, and Natural Areas Committee    August 2, 2023
Finance Committee      August 15, 2023
Community Meeting     August 15, 2023
OSLAD Grant Submittal     August 31, 2023
Anticipated Grant Award Announcement            Late Winter 2024
Park Design      April – December 2024 
Park Construction       April – July 2025
Grand Opening              August 2025

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
The OSLAD grant application will be submitted August 31, 2023. OSLAD grant awards are expected to be announced in February of 2024, and if awarded, the District will then begin park design in the spring. During the spring and summer of 2024, the community will have the opportunity to provide feedback to further the designs along. Construction would then begin in spring of 2025, with an anticipated project completion and grand opening in August of 2025. 



Additional 
Information 
and 
Feedback 

Email us at planning@pdhp.org

Visit Lincoln Park Renovation | Park District of 
Highland Park (pdhp.org)

We would like to hear from you – Your Parks – 
Your Perspectives Your Parks - Your 
Perspectives | Park District of Highland Park 
(pdhp.org)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Feel free to email the Planning and Projects team with any questions or comments at planning@pdhp.org. For more information or to stay up to date on the project, please visit the project page for Lincoln Park on our website. PDHP also has a district-wide community feedback initiative going on, which will wrap up in the end of August. Please feel free to take the Your Park Your Perspectives survey and share your feedback on any of the District’s parks you like to visit. 

mailto:planning@pdhp.org
https://www.pdhp.org/project/lincoln-park-renovation/
https://www.pdhp.org/project/lincoln-park-renovation/
https://www.pdhp.org/project/your-parks-your-perspectives/
https://www.pdhp.org/project/your-parks-your-perspectives/
https://www.pdhp.org/project/your-parks-your-perspectives/
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